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is a teenage girl on social media

IIn the abandoned hangar of a young girl's fantasy, a gang of
bloodthirsty fashionistas are figuring out exactly how to assemble the
ideal man.

Logline

Forget reality shows and Instagram beauties; a young girl's fantasy
becomes the playground for a gang of women set to create the
perfect man, one limb at a time.
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"The first time Laura pitched Dystopia was a casual afterthought. She mentioned the idea and then didn't speak about it again. But it really stuck with me. A couple of years later I introduced
her to Anja, whom I know to be a talented writer. When we talked about potential projects it immediately struck me: what about Dystopia? Laura lit up. ” (Maria, script editor)

Laura and Anja found that despite their different backgrounds, they shared a common passion for dark stories. They started working on the script right away, and a month later the project was
chosen for the annual pitch contest held in Trondheim during the Kortfilmkonvent. The audience and the jury loved Dystopia.

“We live in a society with no real filers when it comes to damaging online content: violence, cruelty and extreme beauty standards are just a click away. This is what made me want to work on
Dystopia, and the fact that we could tell the story in a playful and humoristic manner made me love it even more." (Anja, screenwriter) 

A project like this needed a badass producer. We were lucky enough to have Anita Vedå from Smau Media helping Dystopia along in the early stages and secured the project's first funding
from the West-Norwegian Film Commission before Cathrine Wespestad (Perdurabo Productions) took over.

Cathrine is a talented up and coming producer in Norway, and in six months she got Dystopia the rest of the funding through a combination of grants from the Norwegian Film Institute and
the South-Norwegian Film Commission.

“Since the beginning, it was clear that Dystopia was an ambitious project, and I knew this was my kinda movie! The key was the constant collaboration between the crew and Laura's
contagious enthusiasm. Despite the challenges - especially with the pandemic - It has been incredibly fun to be part of Dystopia.” (Cathrine, producer)

OUR
STORY

With a woman director, writer and producer, as well as a diverse crew, Dystopia hopes to encourage other
moviemakers to take a chance on unconventional stories, told from different perspectives.

"Dystopia is a reflection of our experience growing up
in the ’90s and what today's social media revolution
has meant. The exposure to certain beauty standards
affects our mind and the perception of the world. We
feel like being judged constantly. I wanted to address
this type of anxiety.”
(LAURA, DIRECTOR) 



VALENTINA ALEXEEVA AS VICKY
Born in the polar circle in a town called Murmansk, Valentina did theatre as a
child and moved to Norway when she was 9. Being educated in both finance
and bioscience at Oslo University, she could have chosen many career paths, but
her love for acting won. Valentina has a great sense of humour, a killer stare and
turned out to be the perfect fit for the character Vicky in Dystopia. 

She is currently starring as Nadia Koslowa in the critically acclaimed TV series
Maxitaxi Driver by NRK, and as Jennifer Fairgate in Netflix’ Tv-series Unsolved
Mysteries.

YAJAY JALLOW AS PEACHES
Yajay moved from the Gambia to Sweden as a child. She has modelled for
several years before she discovered the casting call for Dystopia and gave it a go!

“The boots you see were waaaay too small, so during the whole filming, I tried
my absolute hardest not to shed a tear. And as painful as it was, I was inspired by
the cast and crew putting their efforts into making the movie and I managed to
ignore the pain and enjoy the experience to the max, it was amazing!”



HANNE MELLINGEN AS LIZ
Hanne is an actress and musical performer from Norway. On stage, she played
Rita in the drama-comedy Teaching Rita by Willy Russel, Jackie in the world's
only heavy metal science opera Fish to Mars, and Marion in Robin Hood. 

Hanne is also a hospital clown, she spreads joy as the character "Petrine
SuperDuperGlitter" and considers this job the most rewarding and meaningful
work an actor can have.

INGRID WERNER AS MAMA JOAN
Ingrid graduated from the prestigious Harvard University in a joint program with
Moscow Art Theatre School with a Master degree in Fine Arts in acting in 2015. 

She performed the lead, Nastasya Filippova, in Dostoyevsky’s The Idiot directed
by Marina Brusnikina. She was recently Blanche White, Snow White's mother, for
the Netflix show Seven and Me.



SVEINUNG AUGESTAD AS CHAD
Born and raised in Norway, Sveinung studied acting techniques such as Lecoq
and Chubbuck. He starred in several shorts and performed on stage from 2009
until his love for film brought him to the Dystopia audition. 

Despite the small role he has always shown great dedication, having to pose for
hours for the making of SFX prosthetics.

JENNY IVERSEN AS LINNEA
The youngest member of the cast Jenny started at theatre school in 2018 at the
age of 7 and has been a part of several plays as well as a music video. 

In her spare time, she loves dancing and making Tik Toks.



LAURA UGOLINI, DIRECTOR

Laura Ugolini is an Italian writer and filmmaker
based in Oslo. After completing her studies in
Cinematic Arts at the University of Rome, she
worked as assistant director for several years.
The love for genre movies started at the age of
seven when she watched David Cronenberg's 
 The Fly. 

Laura aims to tell unexpected stories grounded
in absurdism and humour. DYSTOPIA is her
second short movie.



Cathrine started her career as a concert and festival producer for the
metal music scene in Norway at the age of 16. 

After vocational school in Bergen she completed her film studies at
AFDA in South Africa, a CILECT approved film school.

In 2017 she was awarded a cultural-entrepreneur award and started
her own production company Perdurabo Productions the year after.
Cathrine is all about genre films and also works as a junior producer
for one of the biggest genre-film companies in Norway. 

CATHRINE WESPESTAD, PRODUCER

Perdurabo Productions AS 

Org: 920 972 772 

 Hordvikneset 45, 5108 Hordvik

cathrine@perduraboproductions.com 

+47 988 33 994

Perdurabo Productions is a holistic production company based in Bergen
dedicated to producing genre films.



MARIA GALLIANI DYRVIK, SCRIPT EDITOR
Maria is a writer, director and script developer with a background in creative
writing from the University of Oxford and Script Development from the National
Film and Television School. 

She is currently working on projects between Norway and the UK, with an
animation feature, an animation series and a feature documentary in the works.

ANJA SKOVLY FREBERG, SCREENWRITER
Anja has a BA in animation from Solent University, UK, and a BA in Film & TV
Production from the University of Bergen. 

In 2012 she won a script contest judged by the directors Bent Hamer, Anne
Sewitsky, Joachim Rønning and Espen Sandberg. Anja has worked as a
copywriter, freelance content writer, translator and illustrator. Dystopia is her
first script to be made into a short film.
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